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Abstract— This paper proposes a semidefinite programming
based method for estimating moments of a stochastic hybrid
system (SHS). For polynomial SHSs – which consist of poly-
nomial continuous vector fields, reset maps, and transition
intensities – the dynamics of moments evolve according to a
system of linear ordinary differential equations. However, it is
generally not possible to solve the system exactly since time
evolution of a specific moment may depend upon moments of
order higher than it. One way to overcome this problem is
to employ so-called moment closure methods that give point
approximations to moments, but these are limited in that
accuracy of the estimations is unknown. We find lower and
upper bounds on a moment of interest via a semidefinite
program that includes linear constraints obtained from moment
dynamics, along with semidefinite constraints that arise from
the non-negativity of moment matrices. These bounds are
further shown to improve as the size of semidefinite program
is increased. The key insight in the method is a reduction
from stochastic hybrid systems with multiple discrete modes
to a single-mode hybrid system with algebraic constraints. We
further extend the scope of the proposed method to a class
of non-polynomial SHSs which can be recast to polynomial
SHSs via augmentation of additional states. Finally, we illustrate
the applicability of results via examples of SHSs drawn from
different disciplines.
I. INTRODUCTION
Stochastic Hybrid System (SHS) is a mathematical frame-
work that is applicable to a wide-array of phenomena in
engineering, biological and physical systems [1]–[13]. An
SHS is specified by a finite number of discrete states
(modes), stochastic dynamics of a continuous state, a set of
rules governing transitions that can change the continuous
state as well as the discrete state, and reset maps that
define how the states change after a transition [14]–[16].
Despite wide-applicability of SHSs, their formal analysis
is often challenging. For example, the probability density
function of the SHS state space can be characterized by
Kolmogorov equations, but solving them analytically is not
possible in most cases. The probability density function can
also be estimated by running a large number of Monte
Carlo simulations; however, it is typically computationally
prohibitive.
Computing moments of SHS is another approach that
provides important insights into its dynamics. For an SHS
whose continuous state, transition intensities, and reset maps
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are described via polynomials, the time evolution of its mo-
ments is governed by a system of linear ordinary differential
equations [3]. However, the moment dynamics is not closed
(except for few special cases, e.g., [17], [18]) as in the
time-evolution of a moment of certain order depends on
moments of order higher than it. Furthermore, when the
SHS consists of non-polynomial nonlinearities, the moment
dynamics also contains non-polynomial moments, in addition
to the higher order moments as in the polynomial case. In
presence of these issues, it is desirable to develop methods
that provide approximate values of desired moments with
provable guarantees.
For polynomial SHSs, the problem of unclosed moments
is usually overcome by using the moment closure methods
[19]–[24]. These methods truncate the infinite-dimensional
moment equations to some finite order and then approximate
the higher order moments appearing in them in terms of
the moments of lower order. There are numerous methods
proposed for this purpose which either assume that the
probability density function of the state follows a certain
distribution, or that some higher order moments/cumulants
are zero [24]–[27]. A limitation of these methods is that
they provide point approximations to moments of interest
without any guarantee on errors. Although not-widely used
in practiced, the moment closure methods are applicable to
non-polynomial SHSs that can be casted to polynomial SHSs
by defining additional states [25], [28].
Recently, a semidefinite programming based method to
estimate moments of polynomial jump diffusion processes
(and its special cases) has been developed [29]–[31]. This
method utilizes the semidefinite inequalities that are satisfied
by the moments of the system under consideration and finds
monotonic sequence of lower and upper bounds on a moment
of interest. In this paper, we extend the method to both
polynomial and non-polynomial SHSs, thus covering a large
class of stochastic systems. The key difference between the
jump-diffusion and the SHS based models is that the SHS
model has a (typically finite) number of discrete modes.
While previous works have dealt with moment dynamics for
multiple discrete modes, their approach has been to analyze
the moments of continuous state given a discrete state. Here,
we present an augmented state space method that transforms
the system to a single-mode SHS and allows joint analysis
of discrete and continuous states. We use a similar idea
of appending additional states to write moment dynamics
and estimate moments of a class of SHSs defined over
non-polynomial functions. The method is illustrated via two
examples drawn from communication systems, and biology.
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Notation
For stochastic processes and their moments, we omit
explicit dependence on time unless it is not clear from the
context. Inequalities for vectors are element-wise. Random
variables are denoted in bold. The n-dimensional Euclidian
space is denoted by Rn. The set of non-negative integers is
denoted by N. E(x) is used for expectation of a random
variable x. An N -dimensional vector consisting of zeros
except for ith position is denoted by 1si .
II. BACKGROUND ON STOCHASTIC HYBRID SYSTEMS
In this section, we provide brief overview of a SHS con-
struction and its mathematical characterization. The reader
is referred to [14]–[16] for technical details on SHS, and its
relationship with various other classes of stochastic systems.
A. Basic Setup
The state space of a SHS consists of a continuous state
x(t) ∈ Rn and a discrete state q(t) ∈ Q = {s1, s2, . . . , sN}.
There are three components of SHS that define how its states
evolve over time. First, the continuous state evolves as per a
stochastic differential equation (SDE)
dx = f(q,x)dt+ g(q,x)dw, (1a)
where f : Q × Rn → Rn and g : Q × Rn → Rn×k
are respectively the drift and diffusion terms, and w is
a k–dimensional Weiner process. Second, the state (q,x)
changes stochastically through R transitions/resets that are
characterized by the transition intensities
λr(q,x), λr : Q× Rn → [0,∞), r = 1, 2, . . . ,R. (1b)
Third, the transition for each r = 1, 2, . . . ,R has an
associated reset map
(q,x) 7→ (θr(q), φr(q,x)) ,
θr : Q→ Q,φr : Q× Rn → Rn (1c)
that defines how the pre-transition discrete and continuous
states map into the post-transition discrete and continuous
states. One way to think about an SHS is to consider the
discrete states as different modes, each of which has an
associated SDE describing the time evolution of the contin-
uous state. The reset events can either reset the continuous
state and remain in the same mode (i.e, the continuous state
evolves via the same SDE as before the reset occured), or
reset both the continuous state and the mode.
For purpose of this work, we first assume that for a
given discrete state, the functions f , g, λr, and φr are
polynomials in x. We then consider the case when these
could be non-polynomial functions that are composition of
rational functions, trigonometric functions, exponential, and
logarithm.
B. Extended Generator
Mathematical characterization of SHS (1) requires com-
putation of expectation of some large class of functions
evaluated on its state space. To this end, the extended
generator describes time evolution of a scalar test function
ψ : Q×Rn → R which is twice continuously differentiable
with respect to its second argument (i.e., x). This is given
as
dE [ψ(q,x)]
dt
= E [(Lψ)(q,x)] , (2a)
where E denotes the expectation operator and L is called the
extended generator
(Lψ)(q,x) := ∂ψ(q,x)
∂x
f(q,x)
+
1
2
Trace
(
∂2ψ(q,x)
∂x2
g(q,x)g(q,x)>
)
+
R∑
r=1
(ψ (θr(q), φr(q,x))− ψ(q,x))λr(q,x). (2b)
The terms ∂ψ(q,x)∂x and
∂2ψ(q,x)
∂x2 respectively denote the
gradient and the Hessian of ψ(q,x) with respect to x [3].
Appropriate choice of ψ(q,x) gives a dynamics of moments
of SHS as described in the next section.
III. MOMENT ANALYSIS OF POLYNOMIAL SHS
In this section, we focus on SHS defined over polynomials:
for each discrete state q, the functions f , g, λr, and φr are
polynomials in the continuous state x. We describe how the
extended generator gives time evolution of its moments. We
then discuss the problem of moment closure, and propose
our methodology to estimate moments.
A. Moment dynamics for polynomial SHS with single dis-
crete state
We first consider a simpler system that has only one
discrete mode/state (q can be dropped for ease of notation).
For a given n-tuple m = (m1,m2, . . . ,mn) ∈ Nn, moment
dynamics can be computed by plugging in the monomial test
function
ψ(x) = xm11 x
m2
2 . . .x
mn
n (3)
in (2). Here order of the moment E(xm11 x
m2
2 . . .x
mn
n ) is
given by
∑n
i=1mi, and there are
(∑n
i=1mi+n−1
n−1
)
moments
of the order of order
∑n
i=1mi. The following standard result
shows how dynamics of a collection of moments of x evolves
over time for a special class of SHS that are defined via
polynomials.
Lemma 1: Let f(x), g(x)g(x)>, λr(x) and φr(x) be
polynomials in x. Denoting the vector consisting of all
moments up to a specific order of x by X , its time evolution
can be compactly written as
dX
dt
= AX +BX (4)
for appropriately defined matrices A, B. Here X is a collec-
tion of moments whose order is higher than those stacked
up in X .
Proof: Since f(x), g(x)g(x)>, λr(x) and φr(x) are
polynomials, the extended generator in (2b) maps monomials
of the form xm11 x
m2
2 . . .x
mn
n to a linear combination of
monomials of different orders. Collecting all moments up to
some order (including the zeroth order moment) in a vector
X , the form in (4) follows from (2a).
The moment dynamics in (4) is well-known [3]. It is worth
noting that the matrix B has all its elements zero if all the
functions f(x), g(x)g(x)>, λr(x) and φr(x) are affine in
x. In this case, the moments contained in X can be exactly
computed. Next, we discuss moment dynamics for SHS with
multiple discrete states.
B. Moment dynamics for polynomial SHS with finite number
of discrete states
Now we consider a general SHS that has a finite, but more
than one, discrete states. In this case, one is interested in
knowing moments of the continuous state given a discrete
state and the probability that the system is in the given
discrete state. To compute these, we define an N -dimensional
state
b = (b1, b2, . . . , bN ) ∈ RN (5a)
such that each bi, i = 1, 2, . . . , N serves as an indicator of
the discrete state being q = si
bi =
{
1, q = si
0, else
. (5b)
For example, when the discrete state q = s1, then we
represent it by the tuple b = (1, 0, . . . , 0). It follows that
the following properties hold
N∑
i=1
bi = 1; bibj = 0, i 6= j; b2i = bi. (5c)
Furthermore, E(bi) is equal to the probability of q =
si, while E(bixm11 x
m2
2 . . .x
mn
n ) is equal to the product
of the the probability that q = si and the moment of
xm11 x
m2
2 . . .x
mn
n , conditioned on q = si. We can recast the
SHS in (1) to the new state space (b,x) as described via the
following lemma.
Lemma 2: Consider the SHS described in (1). With b ∈
RN defined in (5), let a single-discrete mode SHS with
state space (b,x) ∈ RN+n be described by the continuous
dynamics
d
[
b
x
]
=
[
0∑N
i=1 bif(si,x)
]
dt+
[
0∑N
i=1 big(si,x)dw
]
,
(6a)
reset intensities
N∑
i=1
biλr(si,x), r = 1, 2, . . . ,R, (6b)
and reset maps
(b,x) 7→
(
b−
N∑
i=1
bi1si +
N∑
i=1
bi1θr(si),
N∑
i=1
biφr(si,x)
)
.
(6c)
Then (6) recasts (1) in (b,x) space.
Proof: Let q(t) = sj ∈ Q. Then (5) implies that
dynamics of x in (6a) becomes
dx = f(sj ,x)dt+ g(sj ,x)dw, (7)
which is same as (1a). Likewise, the rest intensities for both
(6) and (1) take the form
λr(sj ,x), r = 1, 2, . . . ,R. (8)
As for the reset maps, (6c) yields(
1sj ,x
) 7→ (1sj − 1sj + 1θr(sj), φr(sj ,x)) , (9)
which by definition in (5) is same as (1c)
(sj ,x) 7→ (θr(sj), φr(sj ,x)) . (10)
Since we arbitrarily chose q = sj ∈ Q, the equivalence
between the two SHSs will hold true for any q.
To write the moment dynamics of SHS in (6), we can use
monomial test functions
ψ(b,x) = bm11 b
m2
2 . . . b
mN
N x
mN+1
1 x
N+m2
2 . . .x
mN+n
n ,
(11)
supplemented with the constraints in (5c). It is worth noting
that (6) is a polynomial SHS in (b,x) space if the original
SHS was polynomial in x. The following result provides a
general form for the moment dynamics.
Theorem 1: Consider the SHS in (6). Let f , g, λl and φl
be polynomials in x. Denoting the vector consisting of all
moments up to a specific order of the state (b,x) by X , its
time evolution can be compactly written as
dX
dt
=AX +BX¯ , (12a)
0 =CX +DX¯ (12b)
for appropriately defined matrices A, B, C, D. Here X¯ is
a collection of moments whose order is higher than those
stacked up in X .
Proof: Since (6) is polynomial in (b,x), the form in
(12a) follows from Lemma 1. The property bibj = 0 in
(5c) implies that for a non-zero mi ∈ N, all moments except
those of the form E
(
bmii x
mN+1
1 x
mN+2
1 . . .x
mN+n
n
)
are zero.
Furthermore, b2i = bi results in
E
(
bmii x
mN+1
1 x
mN+2
1 . . .x
mN+n
n
)
= E
(
bix
mN+1
1 x
mN+2
1 . . .x
mN+n
n
)
, (13)
for all mi ≥ 1. The constraint
∑N
i=1 bi = 1 results in
N∑
i=1
E
(
bix
mN+1
1 x
mN+2
1 . . .x
mN+n
n
)
− E (xmN+11 xmN+21 . . .xmN+nn ) = 0. (14)
These three constraints can be compactly represented by
(12b).
Remark 1: In Theorem 1 we have assumed that all mo-
ments up to a certain order are collected in X and remaining,
higher order, moments are collected in X . However, since
many of these moments are equal to zero, in practice we
do not include them in X and X . Similarly, higher order
moments that are equal to lower order moments, as in (13),
are not included.
The form of moment dynamics for polynomial SHSs
implies that the moments in X cannot be computed exactly,
since they depend upon the moments in X . This is often
referred to the problem of moment closure, and there are
many methods that have been proposed in the literature to
close the moment dynamics. Some of these methods ignore
the higher order moments or cumulants to find the closure,
while others use dynamical systems properties or physical
principles to find the closure [24]–[27]. In all these methods,
the approximations are ad-hoc; they could be quite accurate
for a specific system under study while they could perform
poorly for other systems. In the following, we discuss a
semidefinite programming based method that gives provable
bounds on the moments.
C. Bounding Moment Dynamics
In our recent work, we proposed to approximate the
moment dynamics by making use of the fact that the higher
oder cannot take arbitrary values and must conserve semidef-
inite properties [29]–[31]. These properties arise naturally
from the fact that outer products of vectors consisting of
monomials are positive semidefinite, and this semidefinite
constraint is maintained by taking expectations. For instance,
if x ∈ R, then
E
 1x
x2
 [1 x x2]

=
 1 E (x) E (x2)E (x) E (x2) E (x3)
E
(
x2
)
E
(
x3
)
E
(
x4
)
  0. (15)
In general, if v1(x), . . . , vp(x) is an collection of polyno-
mials, then there is a matrix M such that
E

v1(x)...
vp(x)

v1(x)...
vp(x)

> = M(X ,X )  0, (16)
where X and X¯ are the collection of moments as from (4)
[29]. More constraints can be constructed by having a family
of functions hi(x) > 0
E
hi(x)
v1(x)...
vp(x)

vp(x)...
vp(x)

> = Mi(X ,X )  0. (17)
Using these inequalities, bounds on moments of an SHS
defined over polynomials can be computed. In particular, a
lower bound on a moment of interest µ at a given time τ
can be computed via the semidefinite program [29]
minimize
X (t),X (t)
µ(τ) (18a)
subject to
dX
dt
= AX (t) +BX (t) (18b)
0 = CX (t) +DX (t) (18c)
M(X (t),X (t))  0 (18d)
Mi(X (t),X (t))  0 (18e)
X (0) = X0 (18f)
for all t ∈ [0, τ ]. The upper bound can be computed by
maximizing the objective function. Moreover, if the number
of moments stacked in X are increased and correspondingly
the sizes of M and Mi are increased, the lower and upper
bounds often improve. Theoretically, the increase implies that
more constraints are added to the program and therefore the
bounds cannot get worse. However, in practice they improve
and converge to the true moment value.
Solving the above semidefinite program however has
several challenges. First, the semidefinite program needs
discretization of the time in the interval [0, τ ] and thereby
the size of the overall program gets large quickly. Secondly,
the semidefinite matrices M and Mi are often ill-conditioned
because their elements are moments. Due to these issues,
the semidefinite program based approach is computationally
restrictive. Nonetheless, the program becomes much simpler
if bounds on only stationary moments are desired. To see
this, note that if the SHS has a stationary distribution then
lower bound for a stationary moment µ ∈ X is given by
minimize
X ,X¯
µ (19a)
subject to 0 = AX +BX¯ (19b)
0 = CX +DX¯ (19c)
M(X ,X )  0 (19d)
Mi(X , X¯ )  0 (19e)
The reader may refer to [32], [33] for details on when a
stationary distribution would exist for a given stochastic pro-
cess. Next, we extend the method to study non-polynomial
SHS that can be recasted as polynomial SHS with additional
states and algebraic constraints.
Remark 2: The proposed method of estimating bounds
on moments results in trivial lower bounds for systems that
have all elements in the first column of A as zero. For
such systems, there are multiple steady-state solutions that
can satisfy that bounds, and the lowest one is always the
degenerate distribution.
IV. MOMENT ANALYSIS FOR NON-POLYNOMIAL SHS
Consider a polynomial SHS defined as in (1), with addi-
tional algebraic constraints of the form
lb ≤ an(x) ≤ ub, (20a)
ap(x) = 0. (20b)
where an(x) and ap(x) are appropriately defined vectors.
In this section, we provide a general-purpose method that
can be used to cast a variety of non-polynomial SHSs to a
polynomial SHSs with constraints in (20). We then extend
the semidefinite programming methodology to estimate its
moments.
A. Moment dynamics of non-polynomial SHS by recasting
them as polynomials
To see how various non-polynomial SHSs can be re-
formulated as polynomial SHSs by appending states, we
first consider the SHS in (1) wherein all functions are
rationals except for the reset maps φl which we assume to
be polynomial. Without loss of generality, we can consider
a single discrete state since Lemma 2 allows reduction of
a SHS with multiple discrete modes. Let J(x) be the least
common denominator for all f(x), g(x)g>(x), and λl(x).
Defining a new state y = 1J(x) , it is straightforward to see
that one gets a polynomial SHS in the state (x,y) ∈ Rn+1,
with an equality constraint
J(x)y − 1 = 0. (21)
While not studied formally in the context of SHSs, a
similar approach to define additional states to study non-
polynomial stochastic systems has been used earlier [25],
[28]. We propose an heuristic methodology for SHSs, which
is heavily inspired from polynomial abstraction of non-
polynomial deterministic hybrid systems that consist of non-
linearities involving elementary functions, viz., exponential,
trigonometric, logarithm, or a composition of these [34]. For
simplicity we first restrict ourselves to SHSs with no resets
and carry out the following steps.
(i) Suppose there are L1 non-polynomial/non-rational
functions of x in f , and g wherein composite functions
are counted as many times as they are composition of.
Define new states yl, l = 1, 2, . . . , L1, for each.
(ii) Take derivatives of each of the states yl, l =
1, 2, . . . , L1 with respect to its arguments. If there
are non-rational nonlinear terms consisting of x and
yl that are not absorbed by yl, define additional
states to account for them. Suppose there are yl, l =
1, 2, . . . , L2 states now.
(iii) Repeat step (ii) until rational terms appear. Define
another state to account for the least common denom-
inator of the rational terms. Eventually we would have
L additional states yl, l = 1, 2, . . . , L.
(iv) Defining some of the new variables is accompanied
algebraic constraints that can be succinctly put polyno-
mial equality constraints ap(x,y) = 0 and polynomial
inequality constraints an(x,y) ≥ 0.
We explain these steps via a simple example. Let state
x ∈ R of an SDE evolve as per
dx = − exp(sin(log(x)))dt+ dw. (22a)
Following step (i), we defined three new states
y1 = log(x), y2 = sin(y1), y3 = exp(y2). (22b)
Next, we take derivatives of these states
dy1
dx
=
1
x
,
dy2
dy1
= cos(y1),
dy3
dy2
= exp(y2) = y3.
(22c)
Except for cos(y1), other terms are in terms of rational
functions of the states x and yl. As per step (iii), we define
y4 = cos(y1). (22d)
Since we have d cos(y1)dy1 = sin(y1) = y2, we do not need
to define additional states except for one to absorb the least
common denominator of the rational terms
y5 =
1
x
. (22e)
By definition of these states, we can obtain algebraic con-
straints as
y22 + y
2
4 − 1 = 0, xy5 − 1 = 0, (22f)
where the first constraint arises from the trigonometric iden-
tity relating sin and cos while the second constraint arises
from the definition of y5. These states also allows one to get
some constraints such as
0 < x, −1 ≤ y2 ≤ 1, 0 < y3, −1 ≤ y4 ≤ 1. (22g)
Recall the extended generator in (2b). For rational SHSs
with polynomial reset maps, or SHSs with elementary func-
tions but no resets, the above recipe ensures that a monomial
of the form
xm11 x
m2
2 . . .x
mn
n y
mn+1
1 y
mn+2
2 . . .y
mn+L
L
is mapped to monomials of the same form. This is because
the state space is closed under derivatives.
Remark 3: For SHSs with rational functions, if the reset
map is rational then each monomial in x is mapped to a
different rational function and a lot many additional states
may be required to define moment dynamics up to a certain
order. In light of this, the above method may seem bit
restrictive, but in practice there are numerous examples of
SHSs wherein only polynomial reset maps appear. Likewise,
for elementary nonlinearities, we considered only SHSs that
have no resets. However, the setup may be extended to
include reset maps as long as the state space is closed under
derivatives. For example, if f , g, λl consist of exp(x) for
x ∈ R, then simple reset maps such as x 7→ c1x + c2 fall
under this category.
In the following Lemma, we provide a general form of
moment dynamics for non-polynomial SHSs that can be
casted as a polynomial SHS with constraints of the form
(20).
Theorem 2: Consider a single discrete mode SHS in (1)
with constraints of the form (20). Collecting moments of the
state space (x,y) up to a specific order in the vector X , the
moment dynamics is given by
dX
dt
=AX +BX¯ , (23a)
0 =CpX +DpX¯ (23b)
where X contains moments of higher order and the matrices
A, B, Cp, Dp are appropriately defined.
Proof: Since the test function is monomial of the form
(xm11 x
m2
2 . . .x
mn
n y
mn+1
1 y
mn+2
2 . . .y
mn+L
L ), these are closed
under the extended generator. Thus, (23a) follows from
Lemma 1. The algebraic constraints of the form ap(x,y) = 0
imply that the moments in which elements of ap(x,y) = 0
appear are equal to zero. Similar to (12b), these are encoded
as (23b).
We can straightforwardly extend the above form of moment
dynamics to an SHS with multiple discrete states by virtue
of Lemma 2.
B. Bounds on moments via semidefinite programming
The preceding discussion provides a recipe to write a
non-polynomial SHS as polynomial SHS with algebraic con-
straints consisting of both equalities and inequalities. While
we have incorporated the equality constraints in moment
dynamics in (23b), the inequality constraints remain to be
incorporated. Recall the constraints of obtained from (17)
have positive polynomials hi(x) that can absorb inequalities.
We can thus embed the constraints an(x,y) in the matrices
Mi(X ,X ). Formally the semidefinite program is given by
minimize
X ,X¯
µ (24a)
subject to 0 = AX +BX¯ (24b)
0 = CpX +DpX¯ (24c)
M(X , X¯ )  0 (24d)
Mi(X , X¯ )  0 (24e)
As mentioned earlier, if a multimode SHS were to be
considered, the form of SDP remains to be similar with
another constraint CX +DX = 0 being added.
V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
We illustrate our approach using two examples. The first
example comprises of multiple discrete states and polynomial
dynamics/resets, and the second example consists of a single
discrete state with rational dynamics.
Example 1 (TCP On-Off [3], [14].): We consider a sim-
ple version of the TCP on-off model. Here, the continuous
state of the model is denoted by v, which represents the
congestion window size of the TCP. The model consists of
three discrete states, namely, {off, ss, ca}, which stand for
off, slow start, and congestion avoidance, respectively.
During these modes, the continuous-state evolves as
f(q,v, t) =

0, q = off
log 2
R v + δ, q = ss
1
R , q = ca
(25)
The transitions between the discrete modes are of three
types: drop occurences, which correspond to transitions from
the ss and ca modes to the ca mode; start of new flow,
which correspond to the transitions from the off mode to
the ss mode; and termination of flows, which correspond to
Congestion
Avoidance (ca)
Inactive (off)
Slow
Start (ss)!"#
"$#
%" = log2# + , %-
%" = 0
" ↦ "/2
" ↦ "1
" ↦ 0
13455
%" = 1# %-" ↦ "/2
!"#
"$	#
" ↦ 0
Fig. 1. Stochastic Hybrid System representation of TCP On-Off model.
Here, there are three discrete modes and the continuous dynamics v evolves
as per different differential equations depending upon which mode the
system is operating in. Various reset intensities and reset maps are also
shown.
transitions from the ss and ca modes to the off mode. These
transitions are described via the reset maps
φdrop(q,v) =
{(
ca, v2
)
, q ∈ {ss, ca}
(off,v), q = off
(26)
φstart(q,v) =
{
(q,v) , q ∈ {ss, ca}
(ss, v0), q = off
(27)
φend(q,v) =
{
(off, 0) , q ∈ {ss, ca}
(off,v), q = off
(28)
with reset intensities
λdrop(q,v) =
{
pv
R , q ∈ {ss, ca}
0, q = off
(29)
λstart(q,v) =
{
0, q ∈ {ss, ca}
1
τoff
, q = off
(30)
λend(q,v) =
{
v
kR , q ∈ {ss, ca}
0, q = off
. (31)
Here R is the round trip time, p is the packet drop rate
parameter.
To write moment dynamics, we define the indicator state
variables bss, bca, and boff as in (5b). The resulting single-
mode SHS is shown in Fig. 2. Using extended generator, we
write dynamics of the non-zero moments. In particular, we
have
dE(bssvm)
dt
=
m log(2)
R
E (bssvm) +mδE
(
bssv
m−1)
+
vm0
τoff
E(boff )−
(
p+
1
k
)
E(bssvm+1)
kR
, (32a)
𝑑𝑣 = 𝑏%% (log 2)𝑣𝑅 + 𝛿 𝑑𝑡+𝑏01𝑅 𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑏%% = 0	𝑑𝑡𝑑𝑏01 = 0	𝑑𝑡
𝜆5678 = 𝑏%% + 𝑏01 𝑝𝑣𝑅𝑑𝑏7:: = 0	𝑑𝑡
𝜆%;16; = 𝑏7::𝜏7::
𝜆=>5 = 𝑏%% + 𝑏01 𝑣𝑘𝑅
𝑏%%𝑏01𝑏7::𝑣 ↦ 𝑏%%
𝑏%% − 1𝑏01 + 1𝑏7::𝑣/2 + 𝑏01
𝑏%%𝑏01𝑏7::𝑣/2
𝑏%%𝑏01𝑏7::𝑣 ↦ 𝑏%%
𝑏%% − 1𝑏01𝑏7:: + 10 + 𝑏01
𝑏%%𝑏01 − 1𝑏7:: + 10
𝑏%%𝑏01𝑏7::𝑣 ↦ 𝑏7::
𝑏%% + 1𝑏01𝑏7:: − 1𝑣D
Fig. 2. An equivalent single-mode representation of the Stochastic Hybrid
System representation of TCP On-Off model.
dE(bcavm)
dt
=
m
R
E
(
bcav
m−1)+ p
2mR
E(bssvm+1)
−
(
p(2m − 1)
2mR
+
1
kR
)
E(bcavm+1), (32b)
dE(boffvm)
dt
= −E(boffv
m)
τoff
+
E(bssvm+1)
kR
+
E(bcavm+1)
kR
, (32c)
for m ∈ N. Using these moment equations along with
the semidefinite constraints and algebraic constraints arising
from the definition of bss, bca, boff , the semidefinite pro-
gram as in (19) can be set up. We can also generate matrices
Mi by using non-negativity of bss, bca, boff , 1 − bss, 1 −
bca, 1− boff . Taking specific values of R = 5, τoff = 0.5,
k = 20, p = 0.05, v0 = 1, we get 0.0252 ≤ E (bss) ≤ 1
by utilizing moments of order 2. Considering higher order
moments improves these estimates, and we get 0.0912 ≤
E (bss) ≤ 0.115 for moments of order 7 (see Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Bounds on E(bss) (i.e., the probability that the system is in the
mode ss) for the TCP on-off example. The bounds improve and converge
to the true value of the moment as the order of moments used in the
semidefinite program is increased.
Example 2 (Cell division): An ubiquitous feature of liv-
ing cells is their growth and subsequent division in daughter
cells. Several models have been proposed to explain how
growing cells decide to divide [35]–[39]. Here, we consider
a model wherein the cell size grows as per the differential
equation
dv =
(
α1 +
α1v
v + v1
)
dt. (33)
This setup encompasses both the linear growth of cell size (if
α2 = 0 or if v1 = 0) and the exponential growth (if v  v1).
We assume that the cell divides as per a size-dependent rate
λ(v) = (v/v2)
n (34)
This rate is analogous to the so-called sizer strategy in the
limit when n → ∞ wherein the cell divides as it attains a
critical volume v2. A finite value of n represents imperfect
implementation of a sizer model. Upon the reset, the cell
size is reset to
φ(v) =
v
2
. (35)
𝑑𝑣 = 𝛼% + 𝛼'𝑣𝑣 + 𝑣% 𝑑𝑡𝑣𝑣' ) 𝑣 ↦ 𝑣2
Fig. 4. Stochastic Hybrid System representation of sizer model of cell
division. The cell size v grows as per the deterministic differential equation
that is a combination of two growth regimes, a linear growth with parameter
α1 and a saturating exponential growth with parameter α2. The cell divides
with intensity (v/v2)n and the size resets to v/2 (i.e., size divides in two
daughters). The parameter n represents imperfect implementation of the
sizer and the cell divides at attainment of volume v2 as n→∞.
Since the dynamics contains a rational function, we define
a new state y = 1v+v1 . The SHS can then be recasted as
polynomial SHS with the new continuous dynamics
dv = (α1 + α1vy) dt, (36)
and an algebraic constraint
vy + v2y − 1 = 0. (37)
The dynamics of the moment of a form E(vm1) can be
computed as
dE(vm1)
dt
= m1α1E(vm1−1)+
m1α2E(vm1y)− 2
m − 1
2mvn2
E
(
vm1+nym2
)
. (38)
These moment equations can be used along with the semidef-
inite constraints obtained from joint moments of the form
E(vm1ym2) and utilizing the algebraic constraints vy +
v2y − 1 = 0.
As in the previous example, here too we can solve the
steady-state moment equations. The technique can be used to
explore the effect of parameters in noise in cell size. To this
end, we plot the noise in cell size as a function of the cell size
exponent n in Fig. 5. Our results show that the cell size noise
decreases with increase in n, which is expected since the
size control on when the division should take place becomes
stronger. Similar results were obtained in [40], albeit for only
exponential growth rate strategy and polynomial dynamics.
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Fig. 5. Bounds on noise (quantified via coefficient of variation squared) in
cell size as a function of cell size exponent. Using ten moment equations,
the bounds are computed via semidefinite program for different exponents
of cell size. It is seen that the noise in cell size decreases with increase in the
exponent. Moreover, the noise is lower when the linear growth coefficient
α1 is greater than the exponential growth coefficient α2.
VI. CONCLUSION
Stochastic hybrid systems (SHSs) consist of both discrete
and continuous states. Their formal probabilistic analysis via
the forward Kolmogorov equation is often analytically in-
tractable. As an alternate, often the dynamics of its statistical
moments is used to compute a few lower order moment
to study the system. However, the moments themselves
are generally described via an infinite dimensional coupled
differential equations which cannot be solved for a few
lower order moments without knowing the higher order
moments. This problem is known as the moment closure
problem and has been a subject of extensive study in the
applied mathematics literature. In this paper, we presented
a semidefinite programming based method to compute exact
bounds on the moments of an SHS, and illustrated its utility
in computing stationary moments of SHS defined by both
polynomials and non-polynomials. Although theoretically
our method computes bounds on both transient and stationary
moments, its applicability is limited since the semidefinite
programs do not scale very well. Our focus of future research
would be to improve scalibility of the technique.
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